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INTRODUCTION 
The following are obtained from Corollary 6.4 in Swan [S]. 
(i) Any finite tamely ramified Galois extension of local field has a 
normal integral basis (n.i.b.). 
(ii) Let k be a number field and K/k be a finite tamely ramified 
Galois extension with Galois group G. Then oK is a locally free o,G- 
module, where oK is the ring of integers of K and o,G is the group ring of 
G over ok. 
The fact (ii) is important on the normal integral basis problem of num- 
ber fields (cf. Frohlich [2]). (ii) is the global version of (i). In the present 
paper, we shall give a simple proof of (i) without using representation 
theory, which will give a more explict form of n.i.b. (Note that if K/k is a 
finite Galois extension of number field or local field with an n.i.b., then K/k 
is tamely ramified.) 
Let k be a local field, i.e., a complete field under a discrete valuation with 
a finite residue field. Let K/k be a finite tamely ramified Galois extension 
and k, be the inertia field of K/k. We denote the ramification, and the 
residue class degree of K/k by e and ,f, respectively. Let q be the number of 
elements in the residue field of k. Since K/k is tamely ramified, we have 
q’- 1 mode. 
LEMMA. (i) There is a prime element x0 cf k, such that K = k,,(A). 
(ii) For any prime element x of’k, there are a prime element I7 of K 
and a (qJ - 1)th root qf‘unity < such that II“= ~5. 
Proof: (i) is Proposition 12 of Chapter II in Lang [4]. (ii) is immediate 
from its proof. 
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We shall prove the following: 
THEOREM. Any Jinite tamely ramifi:ed Galois extension K of a local field 
k has a normal integral basis. 
Proof Let e, f, q have the same meanings as before. Let K/K be 
unramified of degree e. By Lemma (i), K’/k is a finite tamely ramified 
Galois extension. Let rc be a prime element of k, and let Z7, 5 be as in 
Lemma (ii). Since q“- 1 mod e, it follows that q”- 1 is divisible by 
(qf- 1)e. Hence 5 = qe, where ‘1 is some (q”- 1)th root of unity contained 
in K’. Putting 7~’ = Z7q - I, we have znre = rc and n’ is a prime element of K’. 
If we put F= k(z’), F/k is totally ramified of degree e. Let kb be the 
inertia field of K’/k and [ be a primitive (qEf- 1)th root of unity. Then we 
have 
kb = k(i), K’ = k([, ~6). 
We denote by G and T the Galois groups of K/k and K/k;, respectively. T
is then a normal subgroup of G, and G/T and T are both cyclic (Lem- 
ma (i)). We denote by 0 the Frobenius autmorphism of the unramified 
extension K’/F. If we then take any generator r of T, the group G is 
generated by rs and z, and we have 
where w is some eth root of unity in kb. 
The facts described above are well known (e.g., see BoreviE and Skopin 
[l, p. 511 and Iwasawa [3, p. 4581). We will prove that K/k; and kb/k 
have normal integral bases, hence so does K//k. 
(I) A n.i.b. of K/k;. 
{ x’~ },,, = O,l,,,,,f _ r is an integral basis of K/k&. Let ct be an element of oK. 
and we write CI = C~L’~ ~,rc’~(~, E okb). Then we have 
(a, TN ,..., Y’a)=(l, rc’,..., ~c’~~‘)A, 
A=h,d’%<i,m<c-,. 
Since K’Jkb is tamely ramified, we obtain det(w”) is a unit of kb and 
det A = n;%r,, U, det(w’“). Therefore c( generates an n.i.b. of K’/kb, if and 
only if all U, (m = O,..., e - 1) are units of kb. In particular, CI = c$-=‘,, 76” 
generates a n.i.b. of K/k;. 
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(II) A n.i.b. of kb/k. 
K”L= O ,,,,,.,= f-, is an integral basis of kb/k. Let Rb and R be the residue 
fields of kb and k. Since kb/k is unramified, the Galois group of kb/k is iden- 
tified with that of fib/R. By Normal Basis Theorem, Rb/R has a normal 
basis. Let /I E okb be a representative lement in 53; of a generator of it. Then 
fi generates a n.i.b. of kb/k. We write fl=C$:h b,,,[“‘(b,e ok). 
(III) A n.i.b. of K’/k. 
From (I) and (II), we have o,, = @;I; @J’L-~’ o~z’~(T~/?. Since c1 and p 
have the explicit forms given above, we have z’cr’(@) = s’aojfi. Hence, ab 
generates a n.i.b. of K/k. 
Consequently, we see that TrK.,K(c$) generates a n.i.b. of K/k. This 
proves our theorem. 
Note added in proof: The author thanks Dr. K. Komatsu for the information of 
T. Tsukamoto, On the existence of normal minimal bases, Siigaku 11 (1959), 13-14 
[Japanese]. By separate and ingenious calculations, this author proves our theorem which 
contains the case of an infinite residue field. 
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